
WHAT WE DO

THE CHALLENGES IN COPING WITH MULTIPLE VENDORS AND STANDARDS 
Asset Performance Management (APM) poses a long-standing challenge for power utilities, most of which still operate legacy 
systems that are di�cult to maintain. In many cases, this is due to a lack of e�ective real-time monitoring and diagnostics 
solutions that can cover diverse multiple standards and data points to accurately predict the transformers’ future health 
condition. Consequently, mission critical assets may fail, potentially causing life threatening situations, outages, heavy 
damages or significant replacement costs.

THE RESULTS:
Energisa proves savings in transformer failure 
prediction
"At Energisa, the experience with the mPrest solution was great. The 
benefits of using the tool include the ability to predict failures and 
objectively view the health situation of transformers. As an example, I 
received a notification of the bad condition of a power transformer 
from one of our distributors. This made it possible to schedule a 
shutdown and identify a connection defect in the active part, avoiding 
around 447k ($97k USD) BRL in repair costs,” stated Mr. Anderson 
Figueiredo, Corporate Engineering Coordinator at ENERGISA. 

“Energisa had 51 failure interventions, 2 of which avoided high costs, 
while using mTHM from mPrest,” said Mr. Figueiredo. “We compared 
the costs of the failures we prevented by using the mTHM platform, 
with those of two reference models of financial impact in case of 
failure. The first being a model if it had evolved into a major failure, 
and the other model if it had evolved into a major catastrophic failure.” 

THE CHALLENGE:  
Energisa’s energy infrastructure 
improvement plan 
Energisa, the fifth largest energy distribution 
group in Brazil serves approximately 8 million 
customers in eleven Brazilian states, has 
strategically decided to invest in enhancing 
performance and improving reliability and 
cost-e�ectiveness of its electricity generation 
assets and transmission/distribution network. The 
ability to accurately predict potential failures – 
through better diagnostics and prognosis – may be 
the most e�ective solution for reducing unplanned 
downtime, maintenance costs and operational 
risks. To address this challenge, Energisa decided 
to install mPrest’s mTHM solution and operate it in 
their distribution networks. 

DESCRIPTION CAPEX OPEX TOTAL COST 

Fault identified (with monitoring) R$ 15.670,33 R$ 178.948,21 R$ 194.618,55 

Major Failure (no monitoring) R$ 475.590,00 R$ 166.542,07 R$ 642.132,07 

Catastrophic Failure (no monitoring) R$ 2.065.144,00 R$ 784.911,05 R$ 2.850.055,05 

 CAPEX avoided OPEX avoided Total Cost Avoided 

Cost of Major Failure Avoided R$ 459.919,67 R$ 12.406,14 R$ 447.513,53 

Cost of Catastrophic Failure Avoided
 

R$ 2.049.473,67 R$ 605.962,84 R$ 2.655.436,50 

Data Source:  Energisa  (1 Brazilian Real = $0.27 US Dollar) 

Below is the consolidation and the results of the comparison of the avoided Cost:



THE SOLUTION:  mTHM by mPrest

mPrest’s mTHM, a monitoring and diagnostics solution for transformer health management, is part of the mAPM 
platform. mTHM excels in connecting data from various transformers and sensor data related to the transformers’ 
health and operational condition. The platform operates across multi-vendor assets and sensors, analyzing the data 
using all known methods and evolving standards. mTHM delivers a complete real-time picture of the transformers’ 
health condition and is NERC/CIP compliant. Using advanced anomaly-detection algorithms that rely on real-time and 
historical data, combined with external lab reports data, machine learning and an advanced rules engine, mTHM 
accurately predicts transformer health by detecting “subthreshold-based” anomalies. Thus, detecting failures well 
before they occur.

mPrest mAPM o�ers a holistic approach that includes Asset Condition Monitoring, Asset Health Analysis, Economic 
Risk Assessment (Failure Consequences) and Integrated Asset Planning in a single platform.

• Condition Monitoring focuses on incipient failure detection/prevention, while Asset Health Analysis focuses on  
 end-of-life prediction.  

• Criticality assesses the safety and economic costs of an asset failure.  

• Risk assessment helps make “Next Best Action” decisions – inspect, repair, replace, etc.

• Asset Planning integrates this information into an optimum financial model for spending existing budgets or  
 justifying additional budget, within an asset class and across all asset types. Cost of failure analysis directs   
 investment priorities for maintenance and replacement decisions.
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ABOUT mPREST
 Leveraging its unparalleled experience and expertise in real-time mission-critical command and control software, mPrest has
 .developed world-leading orchestration and optimization software
 
 mPrest’s micro services-based, real-time orchestration and optimization platform brings the power of AI and IoT to the digital
 transformation of a host of industries, from energy and smart cities to oil & gas, connected cars, water, defense, and other industry
 .4.0 applications

 mPrest’s applications suites, including Distributed Energy Resource Management and Asset Performance Management, have been
 deployed on-site or in the cloud in record time at some of the world’s most forward-looking and e�cient organizations, including
 .leading energy companies

 mPrest’s vendor-agnostic product suite interfaces with millions of sensors, devices, machines, assets, sub-systems, IT and OT
 applications, creating a “System of Systems” that provides end-to-end visibility and control over complex and distributed
 .operations

CONTACT DETAILS
For more information, and to learn how we can help you get started on your own path to 
digital transformation, visit us at www.mprest.com or email marketing@mprest.com

MTHM FEATURES & CAPABILITIES

• Real-time analytics for enabling predictive and    
 condition-based maintenance (CBM)

• Subthreshold condition assessment for e�ective   
 maintenance prioritization

• Anomaly detection around recurrence, magnitude, and   
 cross dependencies of multiple KPIs, leading to a more   
 accurate analysis with fewer false alarms

• Single consolidated database for superior analytics

• Compatibility with existing and future sensors

• Compatibility with EPRI PTX transformer analytics   
 engine

• Vendor agnostic compatibility

DIFFERENTIATORS

• mPrest mAPM/mTHM integrates condition   
 analysis, criticality, and asset planning into a   
 single platform, replacing individual “siloed”   
 applications

• Distribution Network Topology support for   
 criticality analysis

• Available on premise or in the cloud deployment

• Asset Vendor and Sensor Vendor agnostic

• Support for on-line and o�-line measurements

• Transformer health root cause analysis using   
 EPRI PTX software


